NEW RULES - EFFECTIVE 1ST JANUARY 2017
GENERAL RULES
CLARFICATION OF HRCAV OFFICIALS’ RESPONSIBILITIES
Amend rule 16.8 to read as follows:
To maintain accreditation, judges and officials are required to undertake their duties in a professional manner and in
accordance with the HRCAV rules and guidelines, abide by the Officials Code of Conduct (Appendix 24), satisfy refresher
requirements determined by the relevant Sub Committee and be a financial member of an affiliated HRCAV Club. Failure to
comply with one or more of these requirements may result in loss of accreditation.
Add new Appendix 24 - HRCAV OFFICIALS CODE OF CONDUCT
Purpose
The purpose of the HRCAV Officials Code of Conduct, is to ensure that all volunteer HRCAV Officials have a clear
understanding of the behavior that is expected of members holding positions of responsibility in the Association.
Vision and Mission
HRCAV Officials are expected to perform their role to the best of their ability in order to:
Promote interest in equestrian sport
Promote good fellowship amongst those interested in equestrian sport
Encourage those interested in equestrian sport
Responsibilities
As representatives of the HRCAV Officials are expected to:

Carry out the duties of the position in a professional manner and in accordance with HRCAV rules and guidelines

Present a positive image of HRCAV and equestrian sports and not engage in conduct likely to bring discredit upon
the Association

Maintain acceptable standards of behavior and appearance

Hold appropriate and valid qualifications and satisfy refresher/training requirements set by the relevant Sub
Committee

Be independent in judgement and actions, and take all reasonable steps to ensure the soundness of decisions

Support Clubs and members requiring the services of officials whenever possible

Provide services in a voluntary capacity with any reimbursement of expenses calculated in accordance with HRCAV
rules

Respect the rights, dignity and worth of every person regardless of their gender, cultural background or religion

Be courteous and respectful and open to discussion and interaction

Support, encourage and involve all riders regardless of their level of experience or ability

Always consider the wellbeing and safety of riders and horses before performance and results

Ensure the welfare of the horse takes precedence over personal interests

Maintain membership of an affiliated HRCAV Club
Add the following to APPENDIX 6 – GUIDELINES FOR SUB COMMITTEES
23. Concerns or complaints regarding individual HRCAV Officials are to be referred to the HRCAV office in the first instance.
Complaints of a serious nature will be directed to the Executive Committee for consideration under the Complaint Handling
rules (Section 3). Lesser concerns, including but not limited to matters relating to the performance of their role as an official,
may be directed to the relevant Sub Committee for consideration and appropriate action. To be actioned, concerns or
complaints must be substantiated and received within 30 days of the relevant occurrence.
24. If a Sub Committee determines that the matter warrants further investigation, the official is to be advised of the nature
of the concerns and be given the opportunity to respond. Upon consideration of the original correspondence and the
official’s response (if provided), the Sub Committee may recommend:
No further action to be taken
The official be provided with further training or mentoring to address areas of concern
The official be issued with a written warning notifying him/her that further occurrences may result in loss of accreditation
The immediate withdrawal or suspension of the official’s accreditation.
25. All outcomes are to be recorded in the Sub Committee minutes and a report provided for the HRCAV Committee.
Recommendations of the Sub Committee are to be endorsed by the HRCAV Executive Committee prior to the matter being
finalized.

EVENT RULES
TOTAL ROUNDS
Rule 8.5. Add the underlined wording. ‘….competitions excepted). In Show Jumping, competitors riding HC at a lower level
may subsequently also ride HC at their assessed level at the same event, subject to OC agreement. However, they can only
ride the same total number of rounds as those riders competing in an official capacity.
TECHNICAL DELEGATES FOR HORSE TRIALS
Add new rule 3.2.5 A Technical Delegate will be appointed by the HRCAV for all horse trials events. The Technical Delegate’s
role is to ensure all issues of risk management and procedure are conducted correctly on the day of competition, including
to be part of the Ground Jury, and to provide riders with guidance as to the rules if requested.
COMPETITION DRAWS
Delete Event Rule 3.5 and amend Event Rule 18 to read as follows:
18. COMPETITION DRAW
18.1
A copy of the competition draw is to be posted on-line. The Event Program shall provide the web address for the
draw and include a reminder to competitors to check for updates prior to the event. No changes to riding times may be
made within 48 hours of the event unless, the affected rider/s have agreed to the change.
18.2
The order of the final draw will be strictly adhered to except in the event of scratchings. Competitors may be
requested to compete earlier or later than the allotted time at the request of the Organising Committee. If a competitor
declines the request, Event Rule 18.3 is not applicable.
18.3
A competitor risks elimination (by any Event Official) if not prepared to ride at the allotted time.
18.4
At events which include Dressage, the Organizing Committee is required to provide each officiating Dressage Judge
with a copy of the competition draw no less than 5 days (where possible) prior to the competition to ensure compliance with
Dressage rules 4.8 and 4.9.

LEVEL ASSESSMENT RULES
SUPERVISION OF CHILDREN
Rule 2.7. Add the underlined wording. ‘…years of age. Children under the age of 18 years are to be accompanied by a parent
or guardian at the time of assessment.’

AGE OF HORSES
Amend rule 9.2 to read: Horses under four years of age cannot be assessed for Show Jumping, Combined Training, Horse
Trials or Navigation Rides. Horses under three years of age cannot be assessed for Dressage or Showing.

CLARIFICATION OF RULE 12
Amend rule 12 to read as follows:
12. REVIEW OF ASSESSMENTS
12.1
A rider who progresses to a higher level in any discipline is required to ensure that their assessments in other
disciplines or on other horses still comply with Level Assessment rules. Adjustment of related assessments is at the
discretion of a Level Assessor and the Assessor will determine whether the rider is competent at their new level as part of
the review process. For example: a rider who points up to level 1 Horse Trials but is not competent at that level may be
permitted to remain in level 4 on their other, less experienced horse.
12.2

Review by a Level Assessor is required when assessments on other horses are in conflict with rule 11.

12.3
Review by a Level Assessor of a combination’s Combined Training level is required when they advance a level in
Dressage, Show Jumping or Horse Trials.
12.4

Reviews of other disciplines shall be undertaken at the discretion of the Level Assessor.

AMENDMENTS TO EXPLANATION OF LEVEL REQUIREMENTS FOR SHOWING

LEVEL 5 - SHOWING
PREAMBLE: The Assessor should take into consideration the quality (eg. conformation, presence and general condition) of
the horse when assessing the combination. This Level is for inexperienced combinations with minimal competition
experience. It enables them to enjoy competition against combinations of a similar ability. Experienced riders training
green/young horses MUST NOT be assessed at this Level. A Rider is considered too capable for Level 5 if they have ever
been assessed Level 3 or above in this discipline. Half point assessments must be applied in the case of borderline
assessments.
1.

Level 5 Expectations








2.

May have an unsteady seat and show
ineffective, obvious and/or uncoordinated use
of the aids
May be unable to recognise correct diagonal at
trot or leading leg at canter
Unable to perform a square halt either front or
back
May show an unsteady rhythm in the paces
Limited knowledge of ringcraft
Basic knowledge of presentation

Level 5 Requirements


Execute a basic workout



Execute changes of pace when asked– halt,
walk, trot and canter
Attempt circles at trot and canter
Be in control of horse




LEVEL 4 - SHOWING
PREAMBLE: The Assessor should take into consideration the quality (eg. conformation, presence and general condition) of
the horse when assessing the combination. The Rider will show reasonable balance. The horse should show acceptance of
the basic aids but may not be ready to work on the bit. The horse should be working forward willingly and calmly in a natural
outline. Contact may be unsteady and transitions will be progressive and lack balance. The Rider is not required to show
sitting trot but should attempt correction of incorrect diagonals and leading legs. Riders who have competed in open
showing would generally be considered too experienced for this level. Half point assessments must be applied in the case of
borderline assessments.
3.

Level 4 Expectations






4.

The horse should be going forward willingly and
calmly
Halt should be square in front
Should be able to ride correct diagonal, or
correct when wrong
Standard of presentation improving
An understanding of ringcraft

Level 4 Requirements



Execute canter depart on the correct lead
Ride a reasonably accurate workout




Execute changes of pace when asked
Execute transitions into and out of the halt
through the walk

LEVEL 3 - SHOWING
PREAMBLE: The Assessor should take into consideration the quality (eg. conformation, presence and general condition) of
the horse when assessing the combination. At this Level, workouts will be ridden in sitting and/or rising trot. Sitting trot
should be reasonably steady without showing too much interference to rhythm and contact. The Rider should be
reasonably balanced and more in time with the movement of the horse than Level 4, allowing for steadier paces and clearer
response to the aids. Transitions should be smooth. Acceptance of the bridle will be starting to show but is not yet
established. The Rider may be able to work the horse from behind into a contact, but the connection may still be
inconsistent. The horse should be working in a steadier outline but should NOT be over bent, or ‘pulled’ into an outline.
Level 3 is the appropriate starting level for experienced show riders on green horses. Half point assessments must be applied
in the case of borderline assessments.
5.

Level 3 Expectations


Should be going forward willingly and calmly



Should show clear transitions when asked

6.

Level 3 Requirements


Ride an accurate workout showing even circles
of correct shape










Halt should be square in front
Perform transitions into and out of halt through
walk (2 strides max)
Attempt to show correct bend and flexion
Occasionally show some impulsion






Ride serpentines of 3 loops at trot and canter
(with a changes of lead through trot)
Show lengthened stride in trot and canter
Execute hand gallop
Ride without stirrups

Ride with reasonably steady seat, hands and
legs
Reasonably steady sitting trot



Ride correct canter depart

Have good understanding of ringcraft
Have a reasonably good standard of
presentation

LEVEL 2 - SHOWING
PREAMBLE:The Assessor should take into consideration the quality (ie, conformation, presence and general condition) of the
horse when assessing the combination.The Rider has an independent seat, correct positional lines and will use correct aids
to influence the horse. The horse will be working consistently from behind into a steady contact showing willing acceptance
of the bridle. Transitions will be smooth and flowing, and clearly show changes of pace. Correct bend and flexion would be
shown. Should be able to show a clear lengthening of pace in trot and canterHalf point assessments must be applied in the
case of borderline assessments.
7.

Level 2 Expectations

8.

Level 2 Requirements



All transitions should be smooth



Show lengthened strides in trot and canter



The halt should be square front and back, the
horse should be immobile and attentive to the
Rider
Show correct bend and flexion



Execute transitions in and out of halt direct
from trot
Halt square, immobile and attentive
Canter showing correct depart on a straight
line
Ride a serpentines at trot or canter (with
changes of lead through trot)









Maintain an effective sitting trot
Paces and rhythm should be regular and
balanced







High standard of presentation
High quality ringcraft
Presenting as confident and capable







Rein back
Hand gallop
Ride an accurate workout with even and
correct circles at trot and canter
Change of lead through trot (3 to 5 strides)
Ride without stirrups

LEVEL 1 - SHOWING
PREAMBLEThe Assessor should take into consideration the quality (ie, conformation, presence and general condition) of the
horse when assessing the combinationThe horse is on the bit at all times, showing balance, impulsion and submission. The
rider should have a deep, independent seat with correct use of the aids to influence the horse. Horse and Rider should
appear in harmony at all times. Should be able to show collected and medium trot and canter.
9.

Level 1 Expectations





All transitions should be performed fluently,
with the horse balanced and engaged
High standard of presentation
Presenting as confident and capable
High quality ringcraft

10.

Level 1 Requirements


Perform an accurate, smooth workout




Show medium at trot and canter
Execute all transitions fluently when asked






Execute canter depart from walk
Rein back
Ride without stirrups
Ride serpentines – 3 & 4 loop at trot, 3 loop at
canter with simple change thru walk
Hand gallop



SHOW JUMPING RULES
DISTANCE FROM STARTING LINE TO FIRST FENCE AND LAST FENCE TO FINISH LINE
Amend all relevant tables of height, widths and distances.
Distance from start to first fence and last fence to finish to read 6-15m.
TRIPLE BARS IN COMBINATIONS
Amend rule 15.8 to read: Triple bars must not be used in combinations or in a related line of fences.
TOP SCORE & TAKE YOUR OWN LINE – OXERS TO BE JUMPED ONE IN ONE DIRECTION
49. Top Score
49.1 Delete ‘ The obstacles must be built so that they can be jumped in both directions.’
Add ‘Vertical fences must be built to be jumped in either direction. Oxers may only be used if they are built and marked on
the course plan as only being able to be jumped in one direction so that there is only one back rail.
49.4 Delete ‘ and in any direction’.
Add ‘Vertical obstacles may be jumped in either direction but oxers may only be jumped in the direction marked on the
course plan’.
Delete ‘He’, add ‘The competitor’
50. TYOL
50.2 Delete’ jump all obstacles in either direction unless otherwise directed on the course plan’
Add ‘ jump all obstacles once, verticals in either direction and oxers in the direction marked on the course plan, then cross
the starting line again in either direction.
TAKE YOUR OWN LINE JUMP OFF
Delete 50.4 which reads In the event of equality of time for first place there will be a jump-off against the clock in
accordance with the condition of the entry over a shortened course, over obstacle which may be increased and/or enlarged
according to the appropriate levels.
COMPETITION IN TWO PHASE - changes to scoring options
Amend rule 55 to read:
55.1
This Competition comprises two phases run without interruption, each at an identical or different speed, the
finishing line for the first phase being identical with the starting line for the second.
55.2
The first phase is a course of 7 to 9 obstacles with or without combinations. The second phase takes place over 4
to 6 obstacles which may include one combination.
55.3
Competitors penalised in the first phase are halted by ringing the bell after they have jumped the last obstacle or
when the time allowed of the first phase has been exceeded, after crossing the finishing line of the first phase. They must
stop after crossing the first finishing line except when formula 55.56 is being used for judging (Super 2- Phase).
55.4
For all judging formulas except 55.5.6, only Competitors not penalised in the first phase continue the course which
finishes after crossing the second finishing line.
55.5
The manner of judging this competition must be specified in the program in accordance with one of the following
formulas:
First Phase
Second
Placing
Phase
55.5.1 Table A
Table A Not
According to penalties in the second
Not against the
against the
phase and, if necessary, to penalties in
clock
clock
the first phase
55.5.2 Table A
Not against the
clock
55.5.3 Table A
Against the clock
55.5.4 Table A
Not against the
clock

Table A
Against the
clock
Table A
Against the
clock
Table C

According to penalties and time in the
second phase, and, if necessary,
penalties in the first phase
According to penalties and time in the
second phase, and, if necessary,
penalties and time in the first phase
According to the total time (Table C) of
the second phase and, if necessary, to
the penalties in the first phase

55.6
55.7

55.5.5 Table A
Against the clock

Table C

55.5.6 Table A
Not against the
clock
Min 5 max 7
obstacles in first
phase(Super 2Phase)

Table A
Against the
clock
Remaining
obstacles
(Total min
11 max 13
obstacles
over both
phases)

According to the total time (Table C) of
the second phase and, if necessary, to
the penalties and time in the first phase
According to aggregate penalties in both
phases (faults at obstacles and exceeding
time allowed in both phases) and, if
necessary, according to time of the
second phase

Competitors stopped after the first phase may only be placed after Competitors who have taken part in both
phases.
In the event of equality for first place, the tied competitors will be placed equal first.

COMBINED TRAINING AND HORSE TRIALS RULES
TOE DIPPING
Add new rule 12.7:
12.7
“Toe dipping”, “paddling” or any other practice that constitutes riding through the water obstacle before
presenting to the competition obstacle is not permitted under penalty of elimination.
FALLS
HT Rule 21.1: amend to read as follows:
Faults (refusals, run-outs or circles or falls) will be penalised unless in the opinion of the Jump Judge they are clearly not
connected with the negotiation of a numbered obstacle or element.
HT Rule 21.3: add following rule:
21.3.2 A horse will be considered to have cleared the fence when head, neck and both shoulders of the horse pass
between the extremities of the element or obstacle as flagged. A rider may ask the jump judge if he/she has cleared the
obstacle and the jump judge must advise the rider if it is clear or if they must retake the obstacle. This will not be regarded
as outside assistance.

TECHNICAL DELEGATE ACCREDITATION PROGRAM
New rule 42. Renumber subsequent rules
42. CROSS COUNTRY TECHNICAL DELEGATE QUALIFICATION PROCESS
The HRCAV maintains a list of Technical Delegates, who have undertaken the specified training and passed the prescribed
examination, enabling them, on behalf of the Association, act as Technical Delegates at all Official Horse Trials.
Any member wishing to become an HRCAV Technical Delegate must first submit an ‘Expression of Interest to Become an
HRCAV Official’ form (Appendix 14 to General Rules section of HRCAV Manual) to the HRCAV Office. Once accepted, an
applicant automatically attains the status of Trainee Technical Delegate.
42.1 Prerequisites
a) Trainees must be financial members of the HRCAV.
b) Trainees must own a current HRCAV Manual, which contains the Rules and Regulations of the Association.
c) Trainees must have access to the following equipment.  6m measuring tape  measuring wheel  measuring sticks. (One
to be fitted with a spirit bubble).  calculator.
42.2. Training Program.
a) Trainees must attend at least 2 Cross Country Course Building Seminars conducted by the HRCAV, EA or PCAV within the
last two years

OR
Have extensive experience building and/ or designing courses for HRCAV, EA or PCAV competitions, and be able to provide
documentary evidence to that effect.
b) Trainees must spend a minimum of 12 months assisting official technical delegates at a minimum of 6 different venues,
HRCAV, EFA or PCAV. Trainees will be expected to compile an accreditation log book (see Appendix 8), with each
accreditation attended signed by the officiating technical delegate.
OR
Have extensive experience as a technical delegate for EA or PCAV competitions, and be able to provide documentary
evidence to that effect
c) All trainees are required to submit to the HRCAV Office on completion of their practical training phase, the following
documentation.
i. evidence satisfying criteria 41.2 a)
ii. evidence satisfying criteria 41.2 b)
42.3. Assessment.
42.3.1. Upon receipt of all documentation and its assessment by the Jumping Sub Committee, all trainees adjudged
sufficiently knowledgeable will be permitted to sit an open book examination for which a 90% pass mark must be achieved.
Accreditation examinations are conducted as required.
42.3.2. Successful trainees will be awarded a Certificate of Attainment as a Technical Delegate by the HRCAV, and permitted
to take bookings as a technical delegate, the first two of which may be observed by a mentor appointed by the Jumping Sub
Committee.

NAVIGATION RIDE RULES

OC TO PROVIDE PHOTOGRAPHIC EVIDENCE OF ANSWERS
Add new rule 6.6: Photographic evidence of all answers is to be provided once scoring is completed and answer sheets
returned to competitors.
PERMITTED SADDLERY AND EQUIPMENT IN NAVIGATION RIDES
Add the following new rules:
4.2.1
4.6
4.7
4.8
4.9
4.10
4.11
4.12
4.13

Any type of bridle may be used. Reins must be attached to the bit(s) or directly to the bridle. Gags and hackamores
are permitted. Any bit may be used.
Blinkers are forbidden.
Only unrestricted running martingales are allowed.
A whip may be carried but must not exceed 1.2 mtrs in total length including tassel / flap.
An approved equestrian helmet with a fixed harness must be worn at all times whilst mounted. See event rule 9.3.
Protective boots may be worn and the type of boot is optional. Bandages are not permitted.
A quarter sheet may be worn.
Any other gadgets such as bearing, running, balancing or side reins are not permitted. Ear muffs, bonnets / hoods
are not allowed. Ear plugs ARE allowed.
Failure to comply will entail elimination.

PROPOSED NEW ‘YELLOW CARD’ RULE

YELLOW WARNING CARD SYSTEM FOR HORSE TRIALS
COMBINED TRAINING AND HORSE TRIALS RULES
Delete current CT/HT rule 38 and replace with the following:
38.

YELLOW WARNING CARDS

38.1
A Yellow Warning Card may be issued by the Technical Delegate (TD) or Ground Jury at HRCAV Horse Trials for the
offences of dangerous riding or horse abuse. A Recorded Verbal Warning may be issued where the offence is considered to
be of a less serious nature.
38.2
While it is not possible for a TD or the Ground Jury to witness all that occurs at an event, they should satisfy
themselves that the offence has occurred as reported. Before issuing a Yellow Warning Card or Recorded Verbal Warning,
the Ground Jury or TD must offer the rider an opportunity to be heard.
38.3
All Yellow Warning Cards or Recorded Verbal Warnings should be delivered by the TD or member of the Ground
Jury personally to the Rider, together with an explanation as to why it is being issued and the possible consequences if any
further offences are committed. For riders under the age of 18 years, a Parent/Guardian must be present when the Yellow
Warning Card or Recorded Verbal Warning is delivered.
38.4
Where it is not possible to comply with 38.2 and 38.3 above, the matter may be referred to the HRCAV by the
Organising Committee for further action under the Complaint Handling rules. Names of witnesses are to be provided.
38.4
Riders issued with a Yellow Warning Card or Recorded Verbal Warning may lodge an appeal with the HRCAV within
2 working days where it can be shown that there was a breach of process or upon presentation of new evidence.
38.5
The Organising Committee will advise the HRCAV Committee of the issue of ALL Yellow Warning Cards or Recorded
Verbal Warnings and the reason for the issue within 2 working days of the event, including the name of the Official who
issued the Warning and their capacity at the event.
38.6
A rider receiving two Yellow Warning Cards for the same offence within a 12 month period, will incur
disqualification from competition (any HRCAV discipline) for three months from the date of the second offence.
38.7
Yellow Warning Card disqualifications are to be displayed on the HRCAV website by the HRCAV. It is the
responsibility of any HRCAV club running a competition to check the website prior to conducting a competition to ensure
disqualified members do not compete.

39. DANGEROUS RIDING
39.1
Definition: Any Rider who, at any time during the cross country phase of the competition deliberately or
unintentionally by incompetence is exposing himself, his horse or any third party to a higher risk than what is strictly
inherent to the nature of the Competition will be considered to have acted dangerously and will be penalised accordingly to
the severity of the infringement. Such acts may include without limitation any of the following:
a)
Riding out of control (Horse clearly not responding to the Riders restraining or driving aids).
b)
Riding fences too fast.
c)
Series of dangerous jumps.
d)
Continuing after the rider would reasonably have known they were eliminated.
e)
Endangering the public in any way (e.g. jumping out of the roped track).
f)
Jumping obstacles not part of the course.
g)
Wilful obstruction of an overtaking Rider.
h)
Not following the instructions of the Officials (including Jump Judges).
i)
Wilfull and dangerous overtaking of a slower rider

39.2
Addressing instances of dangerous riding on the cross country course: Any individual member of the Ground Jury,
the Course Controller and the Technical Delegate have the right and the duty to monitor possible cases of dangerous riding
on the cross country course and, if appropriate and practical, to stop and eliminate a Rider for dangerous riding. The
President of the Ground Jury can in addition, designate one or more observers to help to monitor possible cases of
dangerous riding on the cross country course.
If not directly witnessed by the Technical Delegate, the incident must be reported as soon as possible to the Technical
Delegate and/or the Ground Jury who will decide whether further penalties are warranted.
39.3
Warnings and Penalties for Dangerous Riding during the cross country phase: Different cases of dangerous riding
will be dealt with one of the following provisions:
a) Recorded Verbal Warning
b) Yellow Warning Card.
c) 25 penalties.
d) 25 penalties + Yellow Warning Card.

e) Elimination.
f) Elimination + Yellow Warning Card.
25 penalties will count as Cross Country obstacles penalties in the results.
It is the decision of the Technical Delegate or Ground Jury which of the above sanctions are applicable.
39.4
Elimination Before Cross Country: In accordance with Event Rule 2.4.1 a Presiding Judge, HRCAV Representative,
Technical Delegate or any member of the Ground Jury may eliminate a combination from a class at any stage of the
competition on the grounds that their continued participation is likely to endanger themselves or others at the event. As a
preventive risk management measure, the Ground Jury has the right and the duty to eliminate a rider to prevent him from
starting the Cross Country test, if there is a serious concern regarding his ability to control the horse in that test. Any such
elimination must be associated with a Recorded Verbal Warning or Yellow Warning Card.
40.

ABUSE OF HORSE

40.1
Definition: Abuse of horse means an action or omission which causes or is likely to cause pain or unnecessary
discomfort to a Horse included but not limited to:
a) Rapping.
b) Riding an exhausted horse.
c) Excessive pressing of a tired horse.
d) Riding an obviously lame horse.
e) Excessive use of whip, bit and/or spurs.
f) Horses bleeding on the flank(s) or back indicating excessive use of the whip and/or spurs.
40.2
Use of the Whip: Excessive and/or misuse of the whip may be considered abuse of horse and will be reviewed case
by case by the Ground Jury or Technical Delegate according to the following principles:
a) The whip is not to be used to vent a Rider’s temper.
b) The whip is not to be used after elimination.
c) The whip is not to be used after a horse has jumped the last fence on a course.
d) The whip is not to be used overhand, (i.e. a whip in the right hand being used on the left flank).
e) The whip is not to be used on a horse’s head.
f) The whip is not to be used more than three times for any one incident.
g) If a horse’s skin is broken, the use of the whip is always excessive.
40.3
Blood on Horses: Blood on horses may be an indication of abuse of horse and must be reviewed case by case by
the Official Veterinarian, Technical Delegate or Ground Jury. In minor cases of blood in the mouth, such as where a horse
appears to have bitten its tongue or lip, or minor bleeding on limbs, after investigation the Official Veterinarian or Ground
Jury may authorise the rider to continue.
40.4
Addressing instances of Abuse of Horse: If not directly witnessed by the Ground Jury or Technical Delegate, the
incident must be reported as soon as possible to the Ground Jury or Technical Delegate. Where possible the report should
be supported by a statement from one or more witnesses. The Ground Jury or Technical Delegate must decide if there is a
case to be answered and may impose penalties as outlined in rule 40.5. Prior to determining the outcome, the member must
be offered the opportunity to respond. The Organising Committee must also submit any reported incidents of horse abuse
at the event to the HRCAV for review under the Complaint Handling rules.
40.5
Warnings and Penalties for Abuse of Horse
Any act or series of actions that in the opinion of the Ground Jury or Technical Delegate can be defined as abuse of horse will
be dealt with one or more of the following provisions on the day of the event:
a) Recorded Verbal Warning.
b) Yellow Warning Card.
c) Elimination.
d) Disqualification.
Additional penalties may be imposed after the event by the HRCAV in accordance with the Complaint Handling rules.

COMPLAINT HANDLING RULES
Add Complaint Handling Rule 3.3
3.3
At Horse Trials events only, complaints relating to horse abuse or dangerous riding may be addressed by the
Technical Delegate or Ground Jury in accordance with Combined Training and Horse Trials rules 38 to 40.

a)
b)

c)
d)
e)

f)

The Technical Delegate or Organising Committee is required to notify the HRCAV of the details of any Recorded
Verbal Warnings or Yellow Warning Cards issued under these rules within 2 working days of the event.
The HRCAV Committee has the option to issue a Yellow Warning Card or written warning after the event upon
review of reports submitted under CT&HT rule 38.4. The member named in the report shall be given the
opportunity to respond to the allegations as part of the review process.
Details of all sanctions applied under this rule will be publicised by the HRCAV on the official Sanctions List.
A rider receiving two Yellow Warning Cards for the same offence within a 12 month period will incur
disqualification from competition (any HRCAV discipline) for three months from the date of the second offence.
A rider may appeal the issue of a Yellow Warning Card where

it can be shown that there was a breach of process,

upon presentation of new evidence or
The rider is required to lodge a Notice of Appeal with the HRCAV office within 2 working days of the issue of the
Yellow Warning Card, stating the grounds for the appeal. The notice of Appeal must be accompanied by a deposit
of $200 which is not refundable if the Appeal is lost. The outcome of the appeal shall be determined by the HRCAV
Committee.
Offences of a serious nature may be subject to further review and penalty under the Complaint Handling Rules.

EVENT RULES
Add 38.5 to EVENT RULES
38.5

Horse abuse at Horse Trials should be addressed in accordance with Combined Training and Horse Trials rule 40.

Amend EVENT RULE 2.4 – insert underlined
2.4
ELIMINATION ON SAFETY OR WELFARE GROUNDS
2.4.1
The Presiding Judge, HRCAV Representative, Technical Delegate or any member of the Ground Jury may eliminate
a combination from a class at any stage of the competition on the grounds that their continued participation is likely to
endanger themselves or others at the event or compromise the welfare of the horse. The rider and Event Secretary shall be
notified of the elimination as soon as is practicable. Further participation at the event shall be at the discretion of the
Ground Jury. Determinations made under this rule are not open to appeal. At Horse Trials events, offences relating to abuse
of the horse and dangerous riding on the cross country course are to be dealt with in accordance with Combined Training
and Horse Trials rules 38 to 40.

DRESSAGE RULES
Add or amend the following rules and renumber rules accordingly.
Underlined wording indicates new or amended rules/wording
LUNGING
7.
LUNGING
7.1
Side reins may only be used on horses being lunged in warm up and training areas. Bearing, running or balancing
reins are not permitted when lunging or riding, under penalty of elimination
7.2
Lunging cavessons are permitted
7.3
Only one lunge rein may be used (no long reining)
7.4
Snaffles with a cavesson or a normal dropped noseband, Mexican noseband or a Flash noseband, running
martingales (with snaffle only), boots and bandages are permitted.
7.5
Double bridles are not permitted
7.6
One or two direct side reins or double sliding side reins [triangle, dreickzugel] (the latter solely when lunging only
with one lunge line) are permitted.
7.7
The lunging of a rider mounted in the saddle is not permitted anywhere at the event.
SADDLERY AND EQUIPMENT RULES

24
SADDLERY AND EQUIPMENT
24.1
Only saddlery and equipment specified within these rules is permitted in Official Events. It is the competitor’s
responsibility to abide by the Rules. Failure to comply will incur elimination

24.2 Bridles
24.2.1 A snaffle bridle is compulsory for all tests up to and including level 2. A snaffle bridle is an English-type bridle with a
single snaffle-type bit and one set of reins. Reins can be made of leather, cotton, synthetic or a mix of these materials. There
must be no elastic inserts, loops or otherwise along the length of the rein. Padding is permitted under bridles as long as it is
securely attached, but any padding used must be discreet and applied to the underside of the bridle only. One eared bridles
are not permitted. See Rule 25 for description of snaffle bits.
24.2.2 Combinations assessed at Advanced and level 1 have the option of using a bridle
with a snaffle bit or a double bridle. A double bridle is an English-type bridle with a bridoon
(snaffle) bit and a curb bit with curb chain (metal or leather or a combination), both fitted
with a set of reins. If metal bits are used, all parts of the bit coming into the horse’s mouth
must be of metal (not necessarily the same metal) See rule….. for description of double
bridle bits.
24.2.3 A Micklem Competition bridle with snaffle bit (pictured) may be used in all levels.
The optional bit attachment (bit clip) is not permitted.
24.3 Nosebands
24.3.1 Wearing of a noseband is optional. Permitted nosebands are illustrated on Plate
4. (as per current rules) The wearing of two nosebands simultaneously or the wearing of nonapproved nosebands is not permitted.
24.3.2 The following nosebands may be used on a snaffle bridle:

Cavesson noseband

Dropped noseband

Falsh (or Hannoverian) noseband

Crossed (Grackle or Mexican) noseband
24.3.3 Only a Cavesson noseband shall be used with a double bridle.
24.3.4 Nosebands and curb chains must never be so tightly fixed as to harm the horse or interfere
with the horse’s breathing. Two fingers should be easily inserted under the noseband on the bridge of
the nose – see photo. An Official may direct the rider to demonstrate that the noseband is correctly
fitted. The Ground Jury shall rule on fit of nosebands in cases where the rider refuses to comply with
this rule.
24.4 Saddles
24.4.1 Any type of saddle may be used, other than side saddles, which are not permitted.
24.4.2 Saddles may be used with or without a saddlecloth. Saddle cloths may be square or shaped.
24.4.3 Saddles must be secured by at least two points of attachment (eg: double buckle girth or girth and surcingle) or by
a double wrapped latigo. A rear cinch on a western saddle does not constitute a second point of attachment under these
rules.
24.4.4 Breastplates and fore-girths are permitted.
24.4.5 A crupper may be worn
24.4.6 Saddle covers (such as sheepskin or rain covers) shall not be used in a test.
24.5
24.5.1
24.5.2

Stirrups
Safety stirrups and enhancements, including toe stoppers, are permitted
Lock in stirrups, stirrup tie-downs and magnetised stirrups are not permitted

24.6
Running martingales correctly fitted with stopper/keepers on the reins and neck strap, may be used in Level 5
Tests only. Running martingales, boots and bandages may be used on horses in warm up arenas and in training areas, but
not in Tests.
24.7
Monkey grips are permitted and neck straps are permitted at all levels.
24.8
Standing martingales, ear plugs, blinkers and ear bonnets are not permitted in warm up or training areas or in tests
under penalty of elimination.
24.9
Nose nets are only permitted to be used in competitions and warm-up on written approval by HRCAV. Permission
will be given on a case by case basis.
24.10
Spurs
Spurs are not allowed for Level 5 assessed competitors, however are permitted for use by Level 4 and above assessed
competitors.
a) Spurs, if worn, must be identical on both sides – they must be a pair
b) Non-compliance or incorrect spurs will entail elimination
c) Spurs must be made of metal or hard plastic
d) A curved or straight shank must point directly back from the centre of the spur when on the rider’s boot; rowels
also must point directly back from the centre of the spur
e) The tip of the shank must not point up or point inwards

f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)
l)
m)
n)
o)
p)

The arms of the spur must be smooth
If rowels are used, they must be blunt/smooth and free to rotate.
Daisy rowels are permitted
Rowels must be in a vertical plane
Rowels in a horizontal plane are not permitted
Soft touch spurs with a rolling ball on either plane are permitted
Metal spurs with hard plastic knobs are permitted
Dummy spurs with no shank are permitted
Impuls spurs are permitted
Spursuaders are not permitted
Swan neck spurs are permitted provided the shank is straight

24.11
A whip not exceeding 1.2 metres in its entirety (including the compulsory tassel or flap) may be carried in tests up
to and including Advanced level.
24.12
a)
b)
c)
24.13
a)
b)

Over Boots/Hoof boots
It is not mandatory for horses to be shod
Removable over boots/hoof boots are permitted in the warm-up area but NOT permitted past Gear Check or into
the competition surround or arena
Glued on shoes or shells are permitted provided the bulbs of the heels and coronet band are clearly visible
Protective Coverings
Boots& or bandages are permitted in the warm-up but are not permitted in the competition arena
Any form of protective skin covering on the horse such as plaster/tape/belly band covering or towel, whether the
skin is broken or not, is strictly forbidden at an event and will entail elimination.

25.
SNAFFLE BITS
25.1
Only snaffle bits having combinations of the following features are approved for use in Dressage Tests. The use of
non approved bit/s or incorrect thickness of bits will entail elimination. Snaffle bits and bridoons must meet the following
criteria
a) Snaffle bits shall be composed of metal or rigid plastic and may be covered with rubber or latex as per
manufactured state
b) Bits made solely of rubber (fully flexible) or rubber and chain, are not permitted
c) The minimum diameter of the mouthpiece is 10mm
d) The diameter of the mouthpiece is measured adjacent to the rings or the cheeks of the mouthpiece
e) Forward curved bits are permitted but not with hanging cheeks and must have a joint (centrepiece must move),
and can have fixed or loose rings
f) The rein must be free to move on the bit ring and must not be fixed to any secondary ring or ‘hook’
g) Hanging cheeks (Baucher-type) are permitted but only when combined with a mouthpiece with one joint (single)
and must have a straight line between rings
h) Mouthpieces may be the same thickness or tapered towards the centre or central joints
i) There shall not be more than two joints in the mouthpiece
j) Double-jointed mouth pieces may have one ‘roller’, or rotating middle piece, in the centre section. Multiple
‘rollers’ are not permitted
k) All parts coming into the horse’s mouth shall be rounded, smooth and not ridged, sharp or corrugated.
Keeping with the definition above, some of the types of bits permitted are described and illustrated in Plates 1 & 2. (as per
EA)
Also permitted but not illustrated are:

Half moon – port mouthed – curved mouthpiece (i.e.: a consistent curve from the rings)

Rubber or synthetic bits – covering metal (but not chain) - both jointed and unjointed

Sweet iron bit

Hanging cheek snaffle - including Baucher bit

Snaffle bit with a port but with a straight line between the rings is permitted
25.2 Bits with gag action are not permitted.
25.3 Bit guards and cheekers are not permitted.
25.4 Wrapping of bits is not permitted.
26.
DOUBLE BRIDLE
26.1
A double bridle is an English-type bridle with a bridoon (snaffle) bit and a curb bit and curb chain (metal or leather
or a combination), both fitted with a set of reins. The upper cheek must not be longer than the lower cheek.
26.1.1 A double bridle is optional for Level 1 and Advanced Level assessed combinations only.

26.1.2
metal).

If metal bits are used, all parts of the bit coming into the horse’s mouth must be of metal (not necessarily the same

26.2

Bridoon
Must be made of metal or rigid plastic and may be covered with rubber/latex (manufactured state)
Bits made only of rubber or rubber and chain are not permitted
The minimum diameter of the mouthpiece is 10mm
Double-jointed mouthpieces may have one ‘roller’, or rotating middle piece, in the centre section. Multiple
‘rollers’ are not permitted
Wrapping of bit with any kind of material is not permitted
Flexible rubber bits are not permitted
The diameter of the mouthpiece must be such so as not to hurt the horse.
The minimum is stated above.

a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
26.3
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

26.4





Curb The curb bit must be of a type as detailed in the illustrations at the end of this section:
The curb must be made of metal or rigid plastic and may be covered with rubber (manufactured state)
Bits made only of rubber or rubber and chain not permitted
The upper cheek must not be longer than the lower cheek
Curb ‘chain’ can be made of metal, leather or a combination. Cover for curb ‘chain’ can be made of leather,
rubber or sheep skin. Curb chain hooks may be fixed
The curb chain must be correctly fitted (must lie flat against the horse’s chin)
The minimum diameter of the mouthpiece is 12mm
The lever arm of the curb bit is limited to 10cm (length below the mouth piece)
If the curb has a sliding mouthpiece, the lever arm of the curb bit below the mouth piece should not measure
more than 10cm when the mouth piece is at the uppermost position.
Optional items (not compulsory)
lip strap (Illustration 12)
leather cover for curb chain (Illustration 13)
rubber cover for curb chain (Illustration 14)
Pelham bits are not permitted in any dressage test.

JUDGE ACCREDITATION PROCESS
Amend current 26.1.f) to read ‘…The Presiding Judge must be accredited to judge Level 3 and above and have been
accredited at this level for a minimum of 12 months….’

